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Growth of diamond films from C@jAr microwave discharges results in a
nanocrystalline microstructure with crystallite sizes in the range 3-10 nm.
Heterogeneous nucleation rates of 1010cm-z sec are required to account for
the results. The nucleation mechanism presented here fulfills this
requirement and is based on the insertion of carbon dimer, C2, molecules,
produced by fragmentation of C60, into the n-bonded dimer rows of the
reconstructed (100) surface of diamond. Density functional theory is used
to calculate the energetic of C2 insertion into carbon clusters that model the
(100) surface. The reaction of singlet C2 with the double bond of the
C9H 12 cluster leads to either carbene structures or a cyclobutynelike
structure. At the HF/6-31 G* level, the carbene product has a C2Vstructure,
while at the B3LYP/6-3 lG* levels of theory, it has a C~ structure with the
inserted C2 tilted. No barrier for insertion into the C=C double bond of the
C9H 12 cluster was found at the HF/6-3 lG* and B3LYP/6-3 lG* levels of
theory. Thus, calculations including correlation energy and geometry
optimization indicate that insertion of C2 into a C=C double bond leads to a
large energy lowering, -120 kcal/mol for a C9H12 cluster, and there is no
barrier for insertion.

INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline diamond can be grown to thicknesses of at least 30 ym from
argon/fullerene or argon/methane microwave plasmas.(l) In contradistinction to diamond
films grown by the traditional method involving hydrogen/methane mixtures, where
micron-size crystallite typically constitute the microstructure of the films, the argon
plasmas containing carbon are characterized by a microstructure consisting of crystallite
with an avera e size of 3-10 nm, as determined by detailed high-resolution TEM
measurements. 5 ) &gon plasmas containing carbon areintenselygreen due to emission of
Swan-band radiation from excited C-2molecules produced by fragmentation of Cbo or
C2H2 molecules.@) The ground-state population of Cz molecules has recently been
measured by optical absor tion spectroscopy and has been found to be in the range

?1011-1012C2 molecules/cm , depending on gas composition and plasma parameters.

A mechanism for the growth of the nanocrystalline diamond films on the (110)
surface has been proposed based on carbon dimer, CZ, as the growth species. t4’5) Density

*Cunent address: ~M Coloration, Department MXQ/O14, 5600 Cottle Road, San Jose,
CA 95193.



functional calculations made for growth on the (110) surface found that the various steps in
the mechanism were energetically very favorable, without requiring the participation of
atomic hydrogen and had small activation barriers. From the fundamental relationship
Nucleation Rate (cm-~ see- 1) = Growth Rate (cm see- 1) x Crystallite Size (cm-s). one
finds that at a rowth rate of 1 prnlhr for crystallite sizes of 1 pm and 15 n. the nucleation
rates are - t10 and -1010 cm-z, respectively. For diamond film growth from hydrogen/
methane mixtures, the Van der Drift model of evolutionary selection of specific crystallite
orientation is usually invoked, even though this model assumes the absence of secondary
nucleation. From the point of view of the present work, we wish to distinguish between
the regime of low secondary nucleation rates (- 104 cm-z see-1) observed with hydrogen-
rich plasmas, which lead to micron-size crystallite with typicall columnar growth

8morphology and the regime of high secondary nucleation rates (- 101 cm-~ see-1), which
we observe from argon plasmas containing carbon, resulting in randomly oriented
nanocrystalline film morphologies.

Clearly, the large renucleation rates observed in the synthesis of nanocrystalline
diamond films must be. due to a nucleation mechanism that differs profoundly from that
governing the production of films with ~micron-size crystallite. The present paper
elucidates such a mechanism based on nucleation on the (100) surface. The structure both
of the unhydrided (bare) and monohydrided (100) surfaces has been intensively
investigated.t@ A detailed study, which reviews much of the earlier literature, concludes
that both the bare and the monohydrided surfaces reconstmct to form dimer rows yielding a
2 x 1 surface symmetry.(7) There appears to be general agreement that the dimers are
n-bonded on the bare surface and ~-bonded on the monohydrided surface. The dimer
rows result in a trough between them.

It is likely that the (100) surface is not or only partially hydrogen-terminated under
the experimental conditions involving microwave plasmas in argou/carbon mixtures for
which the present mechanism is postulated. The depositions are carried out with small
amounts of hydrogen admixtures (1-2Yo), But the gas species present in overwhelming
quantity is argon, which may act to remove surface hydrogen, particularly at substrate
temperatures of 700-900 ‘C where the depositions are carried out. We propose that the
active nucleating species is carbon dimer, which we have previously shown to be the
growth species on the (110) surface in plasmas of this sort. The nucleation mechanism is
based on the insertion of one end of the C2 molecule into the n-bonds of the reconstructed
(100) surface of diamond. The basic idea is that the unattached carbon atom can react with
other C2 molecules from the gas phase to nucleate a new dkmond crystallite.@) There are a
number of interesting and unique consequences of this mechanism, including the ready
formation of x-bonded two-carbon atom wide-grain boundaries, which are in accord both
with recent TEM studies(g) and Monte Carlo calculations.( 10)

THEORETICAL METHODS

Placing the proposed nucleation mechanism on a sound theoretical basis is turning
out to be a challenging problem that must be tackled one step at a time. The work to be
described here is the first step in this process and involves the insertion of C2 into models
of the nonhydrogen-terrninated reconstructed ( 100) surface. The theoretical calculations in
this stud were done using ab initio molecular orbital theory( 11~1~)and densit functional

i“ ?theory.( s) The ab initio calculations were carried out at the HF/6-31 G*, 11J MP2/6-
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3 lG*,(l 1)and G2(14J levels of theory. The density functional calculations were carried out
using the gradient corrected B3LYP density functional methods with the 6-31 G* basis.
Spin-restricted methods were used for calculations on singlet electronic states. For C2, all
calculations were done on the l~g electronic state, although the low-lying 3XUstate is also
accessible at the cu. 1600 K temperatures typical of our CVD experiments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We used two molecules to study insertion of Cz into the carbon-carbon double
bonds that are present on the (100) monohydride surface. The first is the ethylene
molecule, and the second is an adamantanelike molecule (C9H 1z) with a CHZ group
removed as illustrated in Fig. 1. The latter is a more realistic model for the surface. The
ethylene molecule allows us to assess the reliability of the B3LYP method for the bond
insertion reaction. For all calculations involving addition of C2 to these models, the atom
positions were allowed fully to relax. The only exceptions were studies of the barriers
where a C2Vconstraint was placed on the insertion reaction and the G2 calculations that are
carried out at the MP2 geometries.

The reaction of singlet C2 with the double bond of ethylene leads to
cyclopropylidenecarbene (~ and ~ or cyclobutyne (~). The structures are illustrated in
Fig. 2. The total energies of these structures are given m Table I at the four levels of theory
used in this work. The relative energies are given in Table H. At the HF/6-3 lG* level, the
cyclopropylidenecarbene has a C2Vstructure (~), while at the higher levels of theory, it has
a C~ structure (~) with the inserted C2 tilted. The G2 reaction energy for Cz + C2H4 +
C4H4 (~ is 81 kcal/mol exothermic. Cyclobutyne [structure (~)] is 25.2 kcal/mole less
stable at the G2 level of theory. The B3LYP/6-3 lG* calculation gwes an energy difference
of 28.5 kcal/mol and a reaction energy of -108 kcal/mol, which is 28 kcal/mol more
exothermic than G2 theory. Cyclobutyne is a transition state at the liIartree-Fock level of
theory and a local minimum at the higher levels of theo .

Y
Several other studiestl$l@ have

reported structures for these two species. Skell et al.(1 found that at the HF/3-2 lG level
cyclopropylidenecarbene was 23.3 kcal/mol more stable than cyclobut yne, which is
consistent with our results. Johnson and Daoust( 16)found similar results in calculations

Table I. Total energies (Ee) of CZ(l&+), CZH.4and products.a

Structure State Symmetry I-W6-31G* MP2(full)/6-31G* B3LYP/6-31G* G2

L lA1 C’21.? -153.62715(0) -154.12939(1) - 154.64740( 1) -154.40320

7 1A’= C2 -154.13982(0) -154.64856(0) -154.40747

2 lA1 C2V -153.55165(2) -154.1023 l(O) -154.60214(1) -154.37013

l~a+ Dc+c~ ~ -75.37903(0) -75.70462(0) -75.88240(0) -75.80664

C~H~ lA= D2h -78.03172(0) -78.29429(0) -78.58746(0) -78.46483

aIn ha-trees. Values in parentheses are number of imaginaty frequencies. Structure shown in Fig. 2.
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Table II. Relative energies of Cz ( IZg+) + CZH~and products.a

Structure HF/6-31 G MP2(fullY6-3 lG* B3LYP16-3lG* G2

C2 + C2H4 o 0 0 0

1 -132.2

2 -132.2 -84.2 -108.4 -81.0

J -85.4 -58.7 -79.9 -55.6
aIn kcallmol. Includes zero point energies,

including correlation energy. The absolute minimum on the potential energy surface
corresponds to vinyl acetylene,(lTJ but this results from insertion of C2 into a C-H bond of
ethylene.

The reaction of singlet C2 with the double bond of the C9H12 cluster also leads to
carbene structures (~ and ~ in Fig. 2) or a cyclobutynelike structure & in Fig. 2) similar to
the reaction with the double bond of ethylene. The total energies of these structures are
given in Table III at the HF/6-31G* and B3LYP/6-3 lG* levels of theory.

Table III. Total (Ee) and relativea energies of C2(l&) + C9H1Zand products.a

HW6-31G* B3LYP/6-31G*

Structure Ee Rel. Energy Ee Rel. Energy

c2(1zg) + c9H12 -423.06650 0 -425.96386 0

g -423.33937(0) -171.2(-168.1) -426. 18657(1) -139.8(-137.0)

5 -426.20963(0) - 154.2(-150.5)

G -423.28101(2) - 134.6(- 132.0) -426.15679(1) -121.1(-118.3)
‘Total energies in hartrees and relative energies in kcal/mol. Values in parentheses are the number of
imagmary frequencies. Relative energies in square brackets include ZPES.

The relative energies are also given in this table. At the HF/6-31 G* level, the carbene
product has a C2V structure (~), while at the B3LYP/6-3 lG* level of theory, it has a Cs
structure (~ with the inserted C2 tilted similar to the ethylene result. The B3LYP/6-3 lG*
reaction energy for C2 + CgH 12+ C 1lH 12 (~ is 150 kcal/mol. The cyclobutynelike
structure (Q) for the C 1lH 12 cluster is about 30 kcallmol higher in energy and is a
saddlepoint at both levels of theory.

We investigated the barriers for insertion of the Cz into the C=C double bond in
ethylene and the C9H 12cluster. In both cases, a C2Vapproach of the C2 was assumed as



in structures z and j. The barrier for ethylene was investigated at all four levels and with
the exception of MP2/6-3 lG*, there was no barrier. At the MP2/6-3 lG* level, the barrier
was only 0.6 kcal/mol. No barrier for insertion into the C=C double bond of the C9H 1z
cluster was found at the HF/6-31 g* and B3LYP/6-31 G* levels of theory. The results are
summarized in Table IV.

Table IV. Barriers to Cz insertion into the C=C double bond.a

HF/6-3 IG* MP2/6- 13G* B3LYP/6-3 lG G2

C2+ C2H4 + C4H4 (.IJ o 0.6 0 0

C2+ C9H12+ C11H12 (~) o 0 0
‘In kcal/mol. Geometry is restricted to C2V symmetry. For C2 + C9H12 +

Cl IH12 @), HF/6-3 IG* geometries are used in MP2/6-3 lG* and B3LYP calctdations.

Calculations including correlation energy and geometry optimization indicate that insertion
of C2 into a double bond leads to a large energy lowering, - 120 kcal/mol for a C9H12
cluster, and there is no barrier for insertion.

It is now necessary to see if the ratio of creation of (100) nucleation sites is
consistent with nucleation rates measured experimentally. The face-centered cubic (FCC)
diamond lattjce has two sets of lattice planes of largest spacing: {111} and {110}:
dill = 2.06A and dzzo = 1.26 ~. Other distinctive characteristics of these two sets of
planes are that they have only one dangling bond per carbon atom. On the other hand, all
other crystallographic planes share a common character with the {100} planes: there are
two dangling bonds per carbon atom before surface reconstruction.

When a diamond crystallite grows, the three principal growth directions are <110>,
<111>, and c1OO>. The ultimate crystal shape will be determined by the respective ratios
of growth rates along the three directions, assuming secondary nucleation and growth take
place only after the growth of the parent crystallite is completed. When the following
growth rate ratios are satisfied, the ultimate shape of the crystallite will be a cube enclosed
by {100} faces:

where v is the growth rate or growth velocity. We now assume that (100)-like surfaces
provide the only sites for secondary nucleation. This gives rise to the highest nucleation
density of about 16 sites/nm2. The gas phase carbon dimers arriving at these {100}-like
surfaces are suggested to keep the planar bonding configuration.

As already pointed out, density functional calculations have shown the growth of
nanodiamond crystallite can take place on the {110} faces, where a dimer can be inserted
into a surface C-H bond with a low energy or activation.(s) As the growth rate along
<110> directions is almost certainly much greater than that along c 100> directions
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(O110>> v 100),this will result in the enlargement of the {100} surface area, which would
in turn enhance the probability of secondary nucleation at this newly created {100} surface.

A 15 nm crystallite requires about 50 seconds at Iprn/hr growth rate to complete its
growth while developing about 300 nmz of {100} surface for each grain. This grain size
would give rise to a grain density of about 4 x 101I grains/cmz. Combining this with the
highest nucleation site density of 16 sites/nm2 (or equivalently about 5 x 103 sites/grain),
we obtain that the creation rate of nucleation sites would be 4 x 1013 sites/cm2 see, which
is about 3 orders of magnitude higher than the experimentally determined nucleation rate
(- 1010/cm2 see).

Since there is still rotational freedom about its axis for a C2 dimer as well as the
crystallite grown out of this nucleus, this model restricts the relative orientational
relationship of the parent crystallite and the secondary crystallite to form a twist grain
boundary, while the twisting angle is not specified. A special low-angle grain boundary is
formed when the two crystallite form a 90-degree twist boundary with the carbon dimers
constituting a layer of aligned planar hexagonal rings, as discussed in the previous action.
More frequently, however, all the other lattice planes, except the two special sets {100}
and {111}, share common topological configuration with the {100} planes, and secondmy
nucleation leads to grain boundaries of general symmetry, i.e., having both twist and tilt
components.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

An important question to be resolved is the reason for the nucleation of
nanocrystalline diamond rather than graphite. One might suppose that the embryonic nuclei
resulting from the insertion of Cz’s into the (100) dimer rows would react with additional
gas phase Cz’s to form “graphenelike” rings of the sort shown in Fig. 3. The next step in
the calculations will be theoretically to investigate the formation of such adjacent
graphenelike rings. Preliminary calculations show that repulsion energies of -8 kcal/C
between adjacent graphenelike rings (see Fig. 3) due to n-orbital repulsion may trigger the
formation of tetrahedrally bonded ~spq)emjn-yonic nuclei. The repulsion is due to the fact
that the interlayer spacing of 2.75 A is 0.6 A closer than the 3.35 A spacing of graphite. In
addition, the layers are not off-centered as is found in graphite. The results from MM2
geometry optimization show that the graphenelike layers move apart where they are not
connected because of the repulsion due to the narrow spacing, as already stated. Density
functional calculations are in progress to investigate the energetic of the (100) diamond
surface acting as a “template” to trigger the formation of diamond nuclei of critical size.

Direct measurements of surface diffusion of Siz (ad-dimers) on the reconstructed
(100) surface of silicon show that Si2 is incorporated into the lattice only at special sites
such as steps and kinks. The situation with regard to the interaction of CZ on (100)
diamond and Si2 on (100) silicon is clearly and not surprisingly very different. We plan to
study the reasons for this difference theoretically, using density functional methods.
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Figure 1. Illustration of C9H12 cluster used to represent the nonhydride (100)

diamond surface.
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Figure 3. Illustration of “graphenelike” rings on a ( 100) diamond surface.


